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Bird Boy follows the story of Bali, a 10 year-old boy, desperate to prove his worth to his Northern

tribe, despite his small stature. Banned from the ceremony that would make him an adult in the eyes

of his people, he takes matters into his own hands. To prove that he is capable of taking care of

himself, he sets out into the forbidden forest and stumbles upon a legendary weapon. Bali fights his

way across a dangerous land of gods, men, and beasts to keep the sword of Mali Mani, the savior

of the sun, from the hands of the terrifying Rooks."Stunningly beautiful, strange (in the best way

possible) and refreshingly original. Oh, and that little guy is just adorable." -Mike Mignola"Anne

Szabla's Bird Boy manages to catch that golden ring of design: something familiar yet somehow

brand new. In these days of digital lookalikes, it's always a treat to find someone with a own voice of

their own, and the craft and the courage to use it well!" -Iain McCaig"Bird Boy immediately stands

out from the myriad of fantasy web comic options through gorgeous art and refreshing subject

material inspired by cultures from all over the world." -Multiverse Daily
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Annie Szabla was born and raised on the arctic snowdrifts of Buffalo, NY. She graduated from the

Rhode Island School of Design in 2010 with a BFA in Illustration. She now lives in Boston, MA with



her pet corgi, Aidan, and service dog, Sienna. She is currently working as a video game concept

artist at Harmonix Music Systems in Cambridge, MA and makes Bird Boy in her spare time. The

author lives in Boston, MA..

I am thrilled to be able to support Anne by buying a copy of her online comic, Bird Boy. Every page

is beautifully done and easily stands alone as a work of art. Inspired by various indigenous and tribal

cultures, this story follows a little boy trying to prove himself while also unfolding the mythology of

the world he lives in. As a bonus, the printed version is edited from the original in a way that adds a

lot to the story development. I hope anyone who follows this online purchases a copy. It's an

excellent deal and helps insure this comic continues to be created. I'm looking forward to buying

and receiving Volume 2!

Exquisitely illustrated. The plot is pretty mysterious and intriguing. My only complaint: volume 2 isnt

out yet!

The artwork is wonderful and the storyline unique. I really enjoyed this first book in this series.

A fantastically illustrated, wonderful story. I cannot wait to read more!

Love this story and I'm waiting for it to restart on-line

Get it. The art work is beautiful, and the story is epic. Have a look on line first, then get the books.

Beautiful art! Native Peoples fantasy work. Good story.There is nothing else like this. It is truly a

graphic treasure.

Graphically very unique.
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